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The southern slopes of the Al-
pine range are regularly affected by 
heavy precipitation episodes that can 
cause major landslides and extended 
damage. The synoptic situation that 
prevails in these episodes is charac-
terized by the presence of a meridion-
ally elongated low pressure system 
over Western Europe and a southerly 
flow on its eastern flank that carries 
large amounts of moisture towards 
the Alps. By its position relative to the 
Alps, the Mediterranean plays here a 
major role in supplying moisture for 
these episodes. However, the relative-
ly short time required by air parcels 
coming from northern Africa to cross 
the Mediterranean (in the order of 24 
hours) and the relatively small dimen-
sions of this latter prompt considera-
tion of other moisture sources like the 
Atlantic.

We present here results from a 

sequence of simulations performed 
on a numerical weather prediction 
model in which the sea surfaces of the 
Northern Atlantic and/or the Mediter-
ranean have been modified in order to 
prevent any supply of moisture into 
the atmosphere from these two water 
basins. Two flash flood episodes are 
analysed in this study: The September 
1993 and October 2000 events, which 
caused extended damage and claimed 
lives in the Swiss villages of Brig 
and Gondo, respectively (e.g. BWG 
2002).

Although the synoptic conditions 
that prevail in both events are similar, 
it is found that the moisture sources 
involved, as well as the sequence 
in which they become relevant, dif-
fer from one episode to the other. A 
parallel is made between the involved 
moisture sources, the direction of the 
flow in the vicinity of the Alps and the 

development of a narrow meridional 
intrusion of stratospheric air at upper 
levels that usually accompanies these 
extreme rain events on the southern 
Alpine slopes (e.g. Massacand et al, 
1998).
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